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The Allegheny County Bar Association is a professional organization made up of approximately 6,000 member 
lawyers, judges, magistrates, legal administrators and paralegals. So what, exactly, do you get with your 
membership? The bene�ts that come with being an ACBA member are literally countless. Here are some 
highlighted bene�ts, discounts and services available to members. For more information on ACBA member 
bene�ts, visit ACBA.org/Member-Bene�ts-Discounted-Services.

All members of the Allegheny County Bar Association are expected to act in accordance with the Association’s 
Mission Statement and Code of Professionalism. The behavior of members toward one another and in public 
should re�ect the Association’s commitment to equality and diversity. Members are expected to diligently 
promote and maintain the collegiality and the positive image of the bar at all times. Disparaging language, 
o�ensive actions or other conduct which is contrary to the Mission Statement and the Code of Professionalism 
are unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

A C B A  M E M B E R  B E N E F I T S

A C B A  P R O F E S S I O N A L  S T AT E M E N T

•  Professional development through more than 
   70 ACBA divisions, committees and substantive 
   law sections

•  Pro Bono opportunities 

•  Annual ACBA Bench-Bar Conference at Seven Springs

•  Career counseling and job-placement assistance
   through ACBA Legal Employment Services

•  Access to the Pittsburgh Legal Journal, Lawyers Journal,
   judicial opinions and other ACBA publications

•  Retirement planning advice from prominent 
   �nancial institutions

•  Professional liability coverage, plus health, life, 
   auto insurance and more through USI A�nity

•  Con�dential help for attorneys and judges through 
   the Lawyers’ Fund and Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers

•  Opportunities to market your practice with the 
   ACBA Lawyer Referral Service

•  ACBA Video services, including high-def video
   conferencing and depositions

•  CLEs, networking opportunities and social events

•  A compilation of the latest court rules and judicial
   opinions via our ACBA Court Capsules

•  Discounts on website design services

•  OMEGA Federal Credit Union membership

•  Discount on services with ACBA partners, ranging from
   IT to digital forensics

•  Discounts on o�ce supplies from O�ce Depot

•  Student loan re�nancing through SoFi Student Lending

•  Temporary downtown Pittsburgh o�ce space through
   “O�ces at the Bar”

•  Numerous resource guides

•  Court rules and forms

•  ACBA sports leagues

•  Discounts on ABA books

•  Discounts on FindLaw digital marketing services

•  Discounts on Westlaw legal research

•  Discounts on Firm Central practice management software

•  And much more

The ACBA’s Professional Ethics Committee, upon any request of any member of the association, its Board of 
Governors, or any Committee or Section, gives its opinion on the proper interpretation of the Code of Judicial 
Conduct or Rules of Professional Conduct, and on the applicability to a particular state of facts not involving 
questions of judicial discretion or decision. Duty O�cers advise only about the inquirer’s own conduct and will 
not give opinions about the conduct of other lawyers or judicial o�cials. Ethics inquiries should be made to one 
of the Duty O�cers on call each month, as set forth at ACBA.org/O�cerAssignments.

The Professional Ethics Committee meets on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. and is 
accepting new members. Please contact Whitney Hughes at whughes@acba.org for more information.
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Competence

 RPC 1.1: “legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation 
reasonably necessary for the representation.”  See also Comments 
[1], [5].

 Look to other guidelines:

 ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of Defense 
Counsel in Death Penalty Cases

 Commonwealth v. Eichinger, 108 A.3d 821, 853 (Pa.2014)(Saylor, 
J., concurring); Rompilla v. Beard, 545 U.S. 374, 387 n.7 (2005)



ODC v. Baldwin

 Don’t take the client’s word. You need to see the evidence.

“While it is questionable whether an attorney can ever 
blindly rely on statements by a client regarding events 
that occurred years prior to anticipated testimony, it was 
below any reasonable standard of care to do so here 
where another client may have been in possession of 
relevant documents.”  225 A.3d at 838

You are entitled to time.  Id. at 840.



The Continuing Duty

 You have a continuing duty of loyalty and confidentiality 
to the client.

 You must allow the client access to all work product, 
including notes. RPC 1.16(d) & Comment 9. 

 You must cooperate with successor counsel. RPC 1.16(d) 
& comment, n.9



Talking to the Prosecutor

 Problematic even on an IAC claim.

 Scope of the confidentiality obligation: “information relating 
to representation”  RPC 1.6(a).

 Scope of the waiver: RPC 1.6(c)(3), (4).

 “Self-defense”: Only that which is reasonably necessary to 
respond.

 Only when reasonably necessary to respond. 

 Some authority indicates you should await a court order. 



Talking to the Media

 You may not reveal anything about the representation to 
respond to negative online (or any media ) reviews. ABA 
Formal Op. 496 (2021).

 Just don’t. 



Perjury

 An ethical issue only if you know the testimony is false.  RPC 3.3(a)(3)

 A “reasonable belief” is not knowledge and you must present the 
testimony. RPC 3.3, comments [8], [9].

 You rarely reach knowledge unless the client admits that he intends to lie.

 If you are convinced that your client will or has commited perjury and you 
cannot dissuade him, move to withdraw but reveal as little as possible. RPC 
3.3 comment [15]; RPC 1.6(b)(shall reveal “if necessary” to comply with 
RPC 3.3); RPC 1.6(c)(3)(may reveal “to the extent the lawyer reasonably 
believes necessary” to prevent, mitigate or rectify a criminal act).

 And only for those purposes.  ODC v. Baldwin, 225 A.3d 817, 854 (PA 
2020)(Cannot reveal that clients lied to the grand jury about the non-
existence of the documents after the OAG independently found the 
documents)



“Civility” in the Rules of 
Professional Conduct 

RPC 3.5(d): A lawyer shall not: engage in
conduct intended to disrupt a tribunal.

RPC 4.4(a): In representing a client, a
lawyer shall not use means that have no
substantial purpose other than to
embarrass, delay, or burden a third person,
or use methods of obtaining evidence that
violate the legal rights of such a person.



More “Civility”

 RPC 8.2(a):A lawyer shall not make a statement
that the lawyer knows to be false or with reckless
disregard as to its truth or falsity concerning the
qualifications or integrity of a judge, adjudicatory
officer or public legal officer, or of a candidate for
election or appointment to judicial or legal office.

 RPC 8.4(d): It is professional misconduct for a
lawyer to: engage in conduct that is prejudicial to
the administration of justice;



Over the Top Incivility      Disbarment

 ODC v. Koresko (PA 2015): “During the deposition, 
Respondent questioned Ms. Lawson in an overtly 
hostile manner on a wide array of irrelevant 
topics. Most notably, Respondent persisted in 
questioning Ms. Lawson concerning whether law 
enforcement agents had investigated her for a 
purported role in the death of her late husband.” 
Disbarred.



Some day: Rule 8.4(g)

 Iowa Attorney D.Bd. v. Moothart, 860 N.W.2d 598, 603 (Iowa 
2015): 

 “The rule may be violated if a lawyer sexually harasses 
witnesses, court personnel, law partners, law-office 
employees, or other third parties that come into contact 
with a lawyer engaged in the practice of law.”



Just Because Everyone Does It . . . 

In re Teague, 131 A.D.3d 268 (NY 1st Dept. 2015): 

“Even assuming, as the Referee found, that it is true that inappropriate language by 
attorneys is commonplace at the TVB, we fail to see how this constitutes mitigation or 
otherwise excuses respondent's ongoing and public inappropriate behavior.  . . . He has 
spewed racist, sexist, homophobic and offensive epithets against other attorneys that 
any reasonable person, let alone a reasonable attorney, would know are simply 
unacceptable in public discourse.”  3 month suspension, with anger management 
classes.



Proposed Amendment to RDE 402(d) 
The obligation of confidentiality shall not 

(4)   Prevent the Office of Disciplinary Counsel from making an informal 
referral of an attorney to Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers of Pennsylvania, 
Inc. (LCL-PA), if Disciplinary Counsel believes that the attorney may benefit 
from the services of LCL-PA.  Disciplinary Counsel may share with LCL-PA 
information deemed confidential under these Enforcement Rules as part of 
the referral.  LCL-PA shall not report information about the subject attorney 
to Disciplinary Counsel or to any staff of the Office of Disciplinary Counsel.  
The fact that a referral was made and its outcome shall not be relevant for 
any purpose and may not be considered or disclosed by Disciplinary Counsel 
in any proceeding under these Rules. 

 Note:  Subdivision (d)(4) is intended to facilitate mental health and 
substance use referrals to Pennsylvania’s approved lawyers’ assistance 
program while preserving the confidentiality that is essential to that 
program’s success. See Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 
8.3(c) & comment [7]



Preparation of Capital Cases

Bruce R. Beemer
Judge, Allegheny County Court of Common Pleas

Criminal Division

October 1, 2021



Capital Case Preparation

All Capital homicide case preparation can be
divided into six categories:
Prepare Yourself
Prepare for your Opponent
Prepare for Guilt Phase
Prepare the Case of Aggravation
Prepare the Case of Mitigation
Prepare for Penalty Argument



Is This Your First Capital Case?

Gather and read Capital Case Jury 
Questionnaires from respected capital litigators

Obtain and read Death Penalty Voir Dire 
transcripts of respected capital litigators

Gather and read Death Penalty Arguments of 
respected capital litigators

Watch as many capital trials as your schedule 
permits



Prepare Your Capital Team

Gather your investigator (s), assisting counsel, 
law clerks and any other team members for an 
informational meeting:
Explain that capital cases are unique
Provide everyone with the investigative crime reports

Provide everyone with the jury instructions on what you
need to prove
Provide everyone with a checklist of the type of evidence you are 
seeking to present in aggravation
Explain the nature of Victim Impact Evidence



Prepare Your Capital Team

Provide everyone with a list of all possible 
strategies and the type of evidence needed to 
challenge aggravation/mitigation evidence

Suggest an approach to interviewing witnesses, 
defendant’s family and friends, victim’s family, 
and all other lay witnesses

Be sure to interview those who know the 
defendant best, and don’t hesitate to tape record 
their statements 



Talk with other Homicide/Capital 
Case Litigators

Your most valuable resource is your fellow trial 
attorneys (especially in your own office)

Talk to experienced homicide litigators about 
guilt phase issues

Talk to experienced capital litigators about jury 
selection and penalty phase issues

Gather capital motions and transcripts from 
previous cases



Know Your Judge

Find out if your judge has ever tried a capital 
case
If not, be sure to prepare a trial brief and/or file 
all appropriate motions on death penalty law 
(may need to anyway)
If you do not know your Judge well, talk to 
attorneys who have appeared in front of the 
judge and find out his/her practices and quirks
Find out the defense bar opinions about that 
judge



Prepare for YOUR OPPONENT

Collect prior transcripts of your opponent
Prosecutors and defense counsel often resort to the 
same questions in voir dire and the same arguments in 
penalty
Collect your opponent’s proposed special jury 
instructions from other homicide cases
If you are aware of conduct of your opponent in other 
trials that is problematic, make sure you are aware of it 
and consider a motion in limine or other pre-trial motion 
to address
Check outside your jurisdiction for transcripts if 
necessary



Prepare for Guilt Phase

Evaluate your case early to try and 
determine the opponent strategy in the 
guilt phase of the trial 
Possible defenses:
 Wrong guy/I didn’t do it (alibi, mistaken 
I.D., false confession)
I did it but my conduct is in some way 
excusable (insanity, diminished capacity, 
voluntary intoxication, self-defense, etc.)



Strength of Case-Guilt

You must consider the strength of your case 
before embarking on a death penalty 
prosecution

Prosecutors should have a strong review 
process that only considers the very worst cases 
with aggravating circumstances and NEVER 
considers filing a capital case for tactical 
reasons or to secure a plea agreement

Prosecutors should encourage open dialogue 
with defense that considers mitigation BEFORE 
formal arraignment and notice is provided



Examine your core Guilt Phase 
Evidence

Eyewitness Identification

Confessions

Scientific (DNA/Fingerprint/Blood)

Informants (Jail or otherwise)

Mental Health/Insanity Issues

Wiretap/Electronic Surveillance

Combination of some or all different types



Reasonable Doubt 

Moral and ethical obligation of any prosecutor in 
a capital case is to leave no stone unturned in 
collecting all evidence, inculpatory and 
exculpatory toward the defendant.

Jury will and should expect a great deal in terms 
of the quality and quantity of evidence presented 
by the prosecution in a capital case.

When in doubt about whether to test or analyze 
a piece of evidence, err on the side of caution 
(TEST ALL EVIDENCE!)



MOTIONS

File motions early

Always file a motion for discovery

Omnibus Pretrial Motions

Demand for Notice of Alibi

Demand for Notice of Mental Infirmity

Motions in Limine

Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty 
(before Formal Arraignment)



DISCOVERY

Open file policy

Prosecutor as Minister of Justice and not 
simply a zealous advocate

Rule 573 obligations

Remedies for violations

ALWAYS file Motion in Capital Case



Anticipate Motions From 
Opponent

Attacking Death Penalty on substantive or 
procedural constitutional grounds 
Attacking jury composition and procedure 
Case specific attacks on procedure for 
imposition of death penalty (Apprendi v. New 
Jersey and Ring v. Arizona). 
Motion for change of venue due to pretrial 
publicity 
Motion regarding a claim of selective 
prosecution (Wayte v. United States, 470 U.S. 
598, 105 S.Ct.1524 (1985))



Common Evidentiary Issues

Use by prosecution of 404(b) evidence to 
establish motive, opportunity, intent, 
preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, 
absence of mistake or lack of accident 
Commonwealth v. Jordan, 65 A.3d 318 
(Pa. 2013)

If 404(b) evidence is admitted, does 
defense want a limiting instruction from 
Court or will it do more harm than good 
Commonwealth v. Hutchinson, 611 Pa. 
280 (Pa. 2011)



Evidence

Social Media – Authentication and 
Hearsay Issues

Evidence of Intoxication or Drugged State 
to negate specific intent/mitigation

Bruton and Co-Defendant Statements

State of Mind of Victim

Crawford and Testimonial Hearsay

Defendant Statements



Prepare the Penalty Case

Investigating and preparing evidence of aggravation or 
mitigation for prosecution or defense requires diligence 
and preparation
You will be collecting and investigating from OBVIOUS
(traditional) and NOT-SO-OBVIOUS sources of 
information
There is no limitation on HOW TO OBTAIN evidence for 
aggravation or mitigation, other than your own creativity 
and hard work
Remember, many aggravating circumstances can be 
proven at the penalty phase beyond a reasonable doubt 
by incorporating the trial testimony into the penalty 
phase



Prepare the Penalty Phase

Complete Criminal History (Federal, State, 
Local, Juvenile ARREST records)

Complete set of Police Reports regarding 
ANY and all police contacts

All of defendant’s Juvenile Court files

All of defendant’s District Attorney files

All of defendant’s Children & Youth files

All of defendant’s Probation files



Prepare the Penalty Phase

All of defendant’s PAROLE files (juvenile & 
adult)
All of defendant’s PRIOR COURT CLERK’S 
FILES, including transcripts, pretrial service 
reports and pre-sentence reports with interviews 
of defendant
All of defendant’s Dept. of CORRECTIONS
FILES, including certified commitment history
Certified copies of all of defendant’s PRIOR 
CONVICTIONS



Prepare the Penalty Phase

Subpoena Duces Tecum to every INSTITUTION
that the defendant has called home (including 
every incarceration record from any incident, 
even city jails)
Subpoena Duces Tecum to every SCHOOL the 
defendant has ever attended – transcripts, 
testing records, counseling records and 
disciplinary records
Subpoena Duces Tecum to every PLACE of 
EMPLOYMENT – including duties, tests and 
reasons for leaving



Prepare the Penalty Phase

All CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
RECORDS on his mother/father/guardian 
regarding his childhood

All CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
RECORDS on him regarding his children

All MEDIA interviews of the defendant

All MEDIA coverage of the capital murder 
– video, photos, interviews



Prepare the Penalty Phase

All MILITARY Records – locations and 
disciplinary, awards, reason for discharge

All HOSPITALIZATION Records – SDT 
medical as well as psychiatric records – be 
aware of rules governing PRIVILEGE –
have court review records in camera, if 
necessary – consider stip. w/ counsel

Any FOREIGN CRIMINAL HISTORY



Prepare the Penalty Phase

Interview those who
KNOW THE DEFENDANT best:
 Family, siblings, ex-wives, ex-girlfriends
 Friends, neighbors, ministers…
 Teachers, Principals, schoolmates, teammates…
Employers, co-workers…
Custodial officers, parole officers, probation  officers
ANYONE who has knowledge about defendant’s history, 
character, mental health, childhood, drug use

NOTE: tape-record early in investigation
At the commencement of trial, you should know as much about the 
defendant as anyone 



Victim Impact Evidence

Admissible under Payne v. Tennessee, 
501 U.S. 808, 111 S. ct. 2597 (1991). 

See 42 Pa. C.S. § 9711 (a) )2).

Victim impact evidence is admissible if the 
jury finds at least one aggravating 
circumstance and one mitigating 
circumstance 42 Pa. C.S. § 9711 (c) (2).



Victim Impact Evidence

Evidence concerning the victim and the 
impact that the death of the victim had on 
the family is admissible. Commonwealth v. 
Means, 773 A. 2d 143 (Pa. 2001).

Conduct victim impact interviews

Prepare witness for ordeal of trial



Prepare Penalty Phase Case Law 
and Motions

File your standard penalty phase jury 
instructions
File your proposed penalty special jury 
instructions
Prepare opposition to anticipated special jury 
instructions 
Opponent mental health experts: make sure you 
request at every opportunity reports, raw testing 
data, interviews with family, materials relied 
upon, books and articles consulted, cases 
testified in, etc. 



Prepare for Argument

Develop an overall strategy for penalty argument 
early on in the case
Prepare your Visual Aids for Penalty Argument 
in advance, including PowerPoint presentations, 
charts, photos
Re-read your jurors questionnaires



Defendant’s Failure to Testify at 
Penalty Phase

It is IMPROPER for the prosecutor to 
suggest to the jury that the defendant 
should have testified at the penalty phase 
or to comment on the fact that the 
defendant did not testify at the penalty 
phase.



Caldwell Error

It is IMPROPER to undermine the jury’s sense of 
responsibility for making the proper penalty 
determination, by suggesting that the 
responsibility lies with the court.

Caldwell v. Mississippi (1985) 472 U.S. 320, 
330. It is important for the prosecutor to 
emphasize the notion of personal 
responsibility of each juror in deciding the 
appropriate punishment.



Do’s and Don’ts for Penalty 
Argument

DO NOT argue lack of remorse as an 
aggravating factor
DO NOT ask the jury to ignore the mitigating 
evidence
DO NOT express personal beliefs
DO NOT argue that lack of mitigation is a factor 
in aggravation
DO NOT suggest that the jury does not have the 
final responsibility for sentencing
DO NOT misstate the evidence
DO NOT misstate the law



Do’s and Don’ts for Penalty 
Argument

DO argue reasonable inferences based on the 
evidence
DO argue absence of mitigation (prosecution) or 
lack of proof beyond a reasonable doubt of 
aggravating factor (defense)
DO vigorously argue you case
DO bring your victim back to life
DO argue all proved aggravating circumstances





Mitigation

Finding all of the missing pieces of how your client became who they are



HUMANIZE CLIENT
• From beginning try not to insert 

your life experiences into their life –
it’s not fair

• Do not let your brain preconceive 
who individual is before you meet 
them

• Your client was once an 
innocent baby … what 
happened?

• Give them respect and listen



Getting Started

• Research case – google see what I can find

• Meet 
• I usually spend hours with them first session 
• Explain role 
• Get releases signed

• Determine where you need to send releases
• Ask them to tell me what they think is important for 

me to know

• Ask clarifying questions 



Build Trust
• Keep your word. When I say I am 

going to do something I do it or if 
something comes up and I can’t I 
get word to them.

• Do not want to be another 
person in their life who does 
not find them important 
enough to honor your word

• I advocate for my clients if 
something is not right 

• Nails clipped
• If in the hole for something –

ask attorneys to get video 
footage



Trust • Visit individual often

• The more you see them the 
easier it is for them to open 
up to you

• “I have never told anyone 
that, I don’t know why I told 
you that!”

• “Why do you care about 
me?” 

• “What is your deal?”

• Mom – “you can’t let her 
know.” 



After Trust is Built …

• Ask the difficult questions – questions people do not want to talk about
• Ask about the secrets
• Ask about generational traumas
• Ask what a day looked like after school, during the summer

• Who did they think was there for them 
• Who could they rely on
• What did their days look like as an elementary, middle school, high school student

• What was their expectations growing up
• Ask about friends – how many are alive, dead, in jail 



Significant part of making a 
good relationship with client
Significant part of making a 
good relationship with client

If client is a different race 
acknowledge it
If client is a different race 
acknowledge it
• What is it like for you to be relying 

on a team of white people to save 
your life? 

CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH:CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH:

• Do not insert your life into theirs. 
Listen to their story and try to 
imagine what it is like 

• I try to be a vessel listening to the 
information 

• A very good movie to give a 
possible look into your client’s life
• Moonlight 



Physically See 
Environment
• Go to family home

• Talk to family 
• Look for the secrets

• Mom didn’t raise daughter 
(client) but raised younger 
daughter

• “Mom gave me away for a 
case of beer when I was 2”

• Ask for family pictures
• A lot of times no pictures

• See what their life was like

• Talk to siblings
• “it was better to stay with the 

pedophile next door than to stay 
at home.” 



Talk to People In Community

• Neighbors
• He spent a lot of time around an 

individual who “was just not right”
• Community Center Individuals
• Church leaders

• He never had any money or food
• He came here to eat his meals 
• He would go through bags of clothes 

after everyone was gone to get 
clothes

• Talk to teachers
• “one of most important people in my 

life was Mr. P”
• Mr. P. – “who was he? When did I 

have him?”



Family History

• GOOD THINGS TO RECOGNIZE

• Any interventions on behalf of child? 
• Earlier intervention the better

• Knowing the child’s in-utero history is important

• Did parent(s) do drugs, smoke or drink alcohol?

• Did the parent want the child from conception?

• Was the parent attached to the child?

• What was mom’s health like during pregnancy?

• What was the birth like?

• What environment did they enter when they were taken home?



Ask 
Questions –

Look for 
Answers



Brain Development from 
Conception to Birth 

• Brain is 90% developed by 
age of 4

• We do remember things 
from early childhood 

• We don’t have words to 
put to memories when 
stored

• Alcohol or drug use 
significant factor



Prenatal Alcohol Exposure 
• Brain organ most 

affected by alcohol 
exposure

• Areas of the brain most 
affected -
hypothalamus, 
amygdala, and 
hippocampus

• All part of the limbic 
system, which 
regulates emotions, 
social and sexual 
behavior, the “fight 
or flight” response, 
and empathy.

• The Prefrontal Cortex is 
the area of the brain 
where most damage 
occurs. This area 
controls impulses and 
judgment.



Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome



Now Think About Your Client’s Brain



Brain 
Development 

• Research shows birth to 3 is 
most critical periods in a 
child’s brain development

• Baby’s brain is developing 
scripts of how the world is

• How people are going to 
react to them and meet 
their needs

• Developing what they need, 
how important they are … if 
they are loveable or 
worthwhile 



Love vs. 
Neglect 



Who is at Fault??

• How are parents supposed to act if they never 
learned?

• How is someone who is struggling to make ends 
meet or meet physical needs going to attend to 
child’s psychological needs? Especially if they 
have their own psychological issues?

• How is someone who is abused themselves 
going to be in a place to empower their child? 

• How is someone struggling with addiction going 
to be able to care for their child when they are 
feeding their addiction?



Trauma Causes Havoc 
• Brain can be smaller

• Erratic Behaviors

• Aggressive, angry, acting out 
behaviors

• Not understanding why they are mad

• No real understanding of their emotions

• Can cause fear, anger, shame, 
embarrassment, helplessness

• With out an understanding as to 
what is going on

• Child can fail to understand to 
recognize what is going on 
internally



Trauma Causes Lasting Effects 

Impact on a child and family 
entire life

Infants who are traumatized or have had trauma 
beginnings can bring a lot of stress into an already 
overwhelmed and stressful environment – results can 
possibly be even more trauma

School interactions
Once labeled hard to break that label
Label causes kids to view themselves from other’s 
perspective
The longer their trauma goes on the more impact it has

Getting reputation of being a problem isolates peer 
supports



Check the Boxes with Your Client
• Trauma impacts children well beyond childhood. 

• Research shows that child trauma survivors 
experience learning problems, lower grades and 
more suspensions and expulsions, increased use 
of health and mental health services; increased 
involvement with child welfare and juvenile justice 
systems

• Long term health problems

• Trauma is a risk factor for almost all behavioral 
health and substance use disorders. 



Intelligence



• Risk Factors:  Intellectual Disability/Mental Retardation
• American Association on Intellectual and Developmental 
Disabilities
• **lead exposure

Timing Biomedical Social Behavioral Educational
Prenatal Chromosomal disorders

Single-gene disorders
Syndromes
Metabolic disorders
Cerebral dysgenesis
Maternal illness
Parental age

Poverty
Maternal Malnutrition
Domestic Violence
Lack of Prenatal Care

Parental drug use
Parental alcohol use
Parental smoking
Parental immaturity

Parental cognitive disability w/out supports
Lack of preparation for parenthood

Perinatal Prematurity
Birth injury
Neonatal disorders

Lack of Access to Birth Care Parental rejection of caretaking
Parental abandonment of child

Lack of medical referral or intervention 
services at discharge

Postnatal Traumatic brain injury
Malnutrition
Meningeoencephalitis
Seizure disorders
Degenerative disorders

Impaired child-caregiver interaction
Lack of adequate stimulation
Family poverty
Chronic illness in the family
Institutionalization

Child abuse & neglect
Domestic violence
Inadequate safety measures
Social deprivation
Difficult child behaviors

Impaired parenting
Delayed diagnosis
Inadequate early intervention services
Inadequate special education services
Inadequate family support



Intelligence

• Were they stimulated?

• Did they have someone encouraging school or 
learning?

• Remember early years most important in 
brain development

• Did they have proper nutrition?

• Did they have environmental factors influence 
their life? 

• How did they do in school? 
• Was there a point when things turned?

• Get records 
• Ask for personal records – they have a 

school file and a personal file



After You Know Client’s StoryAfter You Know Client’s Story



Find The 
Right Expert 
Witnesses

• DO NOT get an evaluation when you don’t even 
know your client or their story

• Have had attorneys pay for expert reports that 
could not be used

• Ask the evaluator what you what to show – have 
your questions you want answered

• Do not give evaluator the ability to say 
whatever they want

• i.e. – trauma affects, school and intelligence, 
social interactions, ask for specific diagnoses 

• Stay away from Personality Tests – we don’t 
care 

• Personality test means nothing to us but a lot 
to Commonwealth



Adjustment 

Prison guards

Medical personnel 

Incarceration Therapists

Adjustment Specialist

Want to show they are not going to be a problem 

Want to show this is NOT THE WORST of the WORST

Has redeeming qualities 



Juries



Juries
• Juries think in lists – present your 

mitigators to jury in the way you want 
jurors to present it to each other

• Humanize Client
• Tell and honor client’s story
• Lay people better than professional 

witnesses
• Tell story in sequential order with 

pictures if possible 
• Power point presentations
• Include voice recordings of their children



Juries 

Want the jury to question how did this cute kid 
get into a situation like this? 

Want to show the innocence when can. 

Client’s bad is our good. 

See what society has ignored and present that 
to the jury 

Tell as much of full story as you can



Ending Note … 

“THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE IN 
THIS WORLD. NOT THOSE WHO HAVE 
MONEY AND THOSE WHO DON’T, NOT 
THOSE WHO ARE GOOD AND THOSE 
WHO ARE EVIL. THE TWO KINDS OF 
PEOPLE ARE THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN 
SHOWN LOVE AND KINDNESS, AND 
THOSE WHO HAVEN’T”– TENNESSEE 
WILLIAMS

What group does your client fall into? 
Make the jury see them as a person



Questions 



Thank You For Your 
Attention



Professional Liability - 
Property & Casualty Plans

Lawyers Professional Liability

The Allegheny County Bar Association Insurance Program offers complete insurance solutions 
tailored to the unique needs of attorneys - from optimal business insurance to outstanding 
employee benefits to personal coverages.  USI Affinity has been serving the needs of Pennsylvania 
law firms, attorneys and their families for more than 60 years as the Allegheny County Bar 
Association's endorsed broker and partner.

WELCOME TO THE ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION'S 
CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ACBA Insurance Program Offering

A L L E G H E N Y  C O U N T Y  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N  I N S U R A N C E  P R O G R A M

Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Firm Name: ____________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________ State:___________________  Zip: __________________ 
Telephone: ____________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________

USI Affinity can help meet your insurance needs with a wide array of products and services. A few 
are indicated below. For more information on any of these, or others, please check your interest 
and you will be contacted with details.

Office Property/General Liability
Workers' Compensation
Crime / Employee Theft
Management Liability / D&O
Employment Practices Liability
Kidnap & Ransom 
Cyber Liability
 Fiduciary Liability

Individual Benefits

Term Life
Disability Income
Medical Insurance
Long Term Care
Student Loan Consolidation/ SoFi
Homeowners / Auto

Employee Benefits

Medical / Health Insurance
Term Life
Disability Income
Vision / Dental
Group Long Term Care

Please contact our trusted advisors with any questions or visit 
www.mybarinsurance.com/allegheny for more information.

2000 Oxford Drive, Suite 520 
Bethel Park, PA 15102 
Phone: 412.851.5200
Toll Free: 800.327.1550




